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B if to act

on tuition
surch rge
TIM CHAMBERL/\111
DAILY Ec.vrrlAN

MrNGSIII Yu - DAJLY i:ml'TIAN

Family time:

Curt and Cindy Ollmann look lovingly at their daughter Madison. The Oltmanns adopted
young Madison at birth from Catholir: Social Service of Carbondale. S~e r':_lated story, page 6 ....

Where will the new stadium fall?
ANDY ECENES
D.,ILY EGl'rTIAN

Few people disagree that ~-•Jc is in
dire need of a new football stadium, but
the specific details have lead to a exten·
sh-c discussion.
The location and structure for a new
football stadium has University officials
bringing their \iewpoints from different
angles, as the plan remains in the "idea
stages."
Interim Chancellor John Jackson
um-ciled the 2004 target date for a new
multipurpose facility as a part of his
Strategic Plan. He said this is a frontburner issue at SIUC.Jackson favors a
spot along Route 13 between Carbondale
and Marion, but he is still weighing his
options.

"We may not ultimately build a dome
"Any type of stadium is going to
stadium, but let's at least consider the
require some extraordinary funding,"
Lenzi
said. "I don't think people should
most extraordinary ideal," Jackson said.
"If we stop short of that ideal, we may )"Ct react too early."
come up with a much better facility than
Phil Gatton, University engineer, said
McAndrew [Stadium] is."
·
Jackson's proposal could COS! as much as
Jackson said he has been in contact
$35 million and take three years to design
nith regional officials and members of
and construct. He said the idea is feasistate and local governments, but the
ble, but only if the proper funds could be
process of getting a contract finalized
allocated•.
would undergo many internal and exter- ·
"If money is available, it's do-able," he
nal steps.
said.
Ray Lenzi, acting vice chancellor for'
Hmvcvcr, Gatton would like to sec
Institutional Advancement, is excited
the new football &tadium placed south of
about getting involved in. the project as
SIU Arena, and the space vacated after
McAndrew Stadium's bulldozed for an
he works with the SIU Foundation to
attract financial gifts from outside groups. entrance way to the University.
He said there are bigger questions to be
answered than the structure and location
of the stadium.
SEE STADIUM, PAG:l 7

The SIU Board ofTrustees will consider a surcharge on
technology, which was tabled for funher consideration in
November, at its meeting in Carbondale today.
The tuition surcharge would add S2 per credit hour, and is
intended for the upgrade of public access computers, which are
computing facilities intended for use by students either in connection to general studies or specific courses.
·
The measure could have been voted on at the Nov. 11
board meeting, but Stud:nt Trustee Ben Syfert requested the
postponement of action for a month in order to more fully
consider the proposal.
About S86i,000 will be generated by the surch:ugc per year
based on current enrollment levels, which is only part of the
total funds estimated needed to upgrade all computing facilities.
The Computing Advisory Committee estima•ed about S2.6
million is needed to upgrade the 48 computer facilities controlled by colleges, and Information Technology estimated that
about $1 million is needed to upgrade the four Computer
Learning Centers.
•
The surcharge will likdy be passed
because most constituency groups
have expressed their support of
• The Board of
impro\ing-carnpus technology. The
Trustees meets today
only group officially opposed to the
at 10:30 a.m. in the
surcharge is the Graduate and
Student Center
Professional Student Council.
GPSC voted its opposition to the
surcharge at its Oct. 12 meeting because the process used in
changing the original fee proposal to a surcharge.
The issue of funher technology funding came to the fore•
front in April when the Undergraduate Student Government
and Graduate and Professional Student Council passed referendums in support of a S25 flat technology fee. However,
GPSC never ratified the measure and passed a resolution
opposing the fee in September.
Though it raised concerns about the uses of the proposed
surcharge, USG passed a resolution Nov. 10 in support of the
surcharge after Vice Chancellor for Administration Glenn
Poshard explained the uses of the surcharge at the meeting.
.The board convened in a special session Nov. 23 to discuss
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State Treasurer warns students of credit card woes
TERRY L DEAN
DAILYEGWTIAN

Illinois State Treasurer Judy Baar
Topinka told students during a finan·
· cial seminar on money management
Tuesday to get that credit card man·
key off their backs before they gradu·
ate.
The free seminar, "Bank at
School," is a partnership program
offered by the Illinois State Treasurer's
Office for schools and financial institutions.
Topinka and area bank represcnta·
rives talked to students about financial
matters ranging from maintaining a
good credit history to how a proper
student account should be set up.
Mrr,rsooK PARK/DAILY Eml'T!AN
A small but attentive audience
Illinois State Treasurer Judy Barr Topinka speaks about financial gathered in the Student Center for
the event sponsored by the SIU
matters concerning college students during the seminar Tuesday
President's Office and the Student
afternoon at Student Center Ballroom B. ·

Programming Council.
• One of the major problems facing
students is developing a bad credit
history, Topinka said. She primarily
blames the credit card companies for
saturating students with the responsibility of credit without warning.
"They really get hit up and unfortunately get taken ad\':llltage of," she
said. "Often times they're away from
home for the first timt; they get hit up
with applications for credit cards and
sign up for everything because the
plastic looks like free money and it
isn't."
Pankaj, a graduate student in business from India, also was concerned
about the credit card issue because he,
like many international students, is
unable to sign up because hi: has no
credit history.
Pankaj, buys items off the Internet
and said having a credit card would

make his life a lot easier. He also said
not ha\ing a ..ard hurts in other areas
as well.
·
"Not having one for local purchases is fine," he said. "I think if you want
to purchase on the Internet you need
a credit card.
"If an international student comes
here and maybe wants to buy a car, it's
always based on your credit history. A
substantial portion of the students at
SIU are international students, so you
are refused a credit card because you
don't have a prior credit history."
Other panelists suggested that students like Pankaj get as much information as they can a·nd develop a
good relationship ,vith their financial
institutions before money matters
become a problem.
SEE
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POLICE BLOTrEll
UNIVERSITY
• Shaneka C. Gunn, 19, of Carbondale was arrested and charged by University police with disorderly conduct at 11:27 p.m. Tuesday ;n Mae Smith
Hall. Police said Gunn was fighting on the seventh
floor of Mae Smith Hall. She was issued a notice
to appear in Carbom!Jle City Court Jan. 6 and
released.
• Roger S. Leis, 22, of Carbondale, was arrested by
University police on an outstanding Jackson
Ccunty warrant for failure to appear in court on a
disorderly conduct charge. Leis posted a $300
bond and was released.
• An SIUC student told U:iiversity police someone
scratched the paint on his car with a sharp object
while it was parked in Lot 44 between 9:30 and
10:30 a.m. Tuesday. There was no i>..stimate of
damage. There afe no suspects in this incident

CORRECTIONS
Readers who spot an error in a news article should
contact the DAILY EGYP!lAN Accuracy Desk at.
536-3311, extension 228 or 229.

UPCOMING

• Spanish Table meeting. every
1.ibrary Affairs e-mail using
Fri., 4 to 6 pm. Cafe Melange.
Eudora. 10 to 11:15 a.m.,
PowerPoint 2 to 3:15 pm.
• lhe French Tllble meeting. every
Morris Library 103D, 453-281a
Fri., 4:30 to 6:30 p.m., Booby's.
• Women's caucus Holiday
• Organiiation of Multi-Ethnic
happening :a benefrt Carbondale
Students in Education meeting.
Women's Center.
Dec. 10,5 p.m., v.ham 219,
11 :30 am. to 1 p.m.,
Michael 35Hl044.
Newman Center, Fran 453·5141.
• Japanese Table meeting. every
• Multimedia Showcase •99
Fri., 6 to B pm. Melange Cafe.
noon lo 5 p.m., Pulliam Hall 201,
Janet 453-5429.
luAnn 453-1993.
• Cast Your Caves Crusade 0,oir
• Geology Club meeting.
millen"nium concert, Dec. 10,
every Thurs.. 5 p.m., Parkinson
6 pm. Walnut Street S.ptist
110, Edie 453-3_351.
Oiurch, tickets 53 in advance and
S5 at the door, 529-8965.
• Aviation Management Sociel)•
meeting wilh guest speakers and
• Chi Alpha campus Ministries
trips. every Thurs.. 5 p.m.,
meeting.l!li1!l'{Fri,6:30p.m.,
ASA Ream 9D, Zahlman
Wham 105, Erisa 529-4395.
529-3341.
• Science Fiction and Fantasy
• Saluki Volunteer Corps needs
Society join us and watch science
fiction, fantasy and Japanese
help to serve refreshments and
animation videos. Dec. 10, 7 pm.
line control for pictures in park
•· Video Lounge Student Center,
with Santa, 5:30 to 7:15 pm.
Mike 549-3527.
Turley Park Gazebo, Casey
549-4222
• Smalt Potatoes Jacquie Manning
and Rich Prezioso concert,
• College Demc<r.:ts elections
Dec. 10, 7 pm., Cousin Andfs
and last meeting. 5:30 p.m.,
Coffee ltouse, admission is $5 for
Activity Room A Student Center,
adults and 53 for students and low
Marco 536-6090.
income.
• SIUC Kendo Club meeting.
•
Saluki Volunteer Co~ needs .
every Thurs.. 6 to 9 pm,
help building. painting. and
Davies Gym, Janet 453-5429.
refurbishing houses, Dec. 11,
• O,i Alpha campus Ministries
Ba.m.,John529-3311.
African-American bible study, ·
• Strategic Carnes Society ..
every Thurs.. 6:30 pm.. Mississippi
meeting. eve,y Sat. noon to dose,
Room Studen/ Center, Kudzai
Student Center, Sean 457-6489.
529-7088.
• B--Fly Entertainment Hip-Hop
• Student Programming Channel
Showcase, Dec. 11, 6 pm.,
television show on SPC-lV called
Student Center Auditorium,
B--Television, ever; Thurs..
$5 tickets $6 at the doer, Papillon
7:30 p.m., Oiannel 24/SPC~Tv,
549-4296.
Neil 453-6550.
• Friends ofTracfrtional Music
• Speech Communication
and Dance Old lime Contra
Department pelformances by
Dance,Dec.11,
•
graduate and undergraduates of
7:30 to 10:30 p.m., Murphysboro
advanced performance studies
Community Center, S4 admission,
ccurses, 8 pm. Klein:,u Theatre
Barb 549-1595.
•
Communications Building. JuUa
• Genealogy Society of Southern
453-2291.
Illinois annual meeting and
electionofofficers,Dec.12,library
• SIUC O.oirs: Concert O.oir and
open noon to 4:30 p.rn.. elections
O,oral Union, B pm. Shryock
2:15 pm., John A. Logan College.
Aucfrtorium, John 549-175~.
•

Betty 457-6043.
• lhe Black Togetherness
Organiiation is ol!ering a free
movie and food, Dec. 12,
2:30 to 5:30 p~ Ba-ement of
Grinnell, Teresa 536-2054.
• Voices of Inspiration the final
gospel concert of the millennium
entitled '"!he lies That Bind;
Dec. 12, 3 pm., Student Center
S.llrooms C and D, Jerome
536-6574.
• Lambd~ Omega Graduate
Chapter Iola Phi Theta Fraternity
Gospel Mus;cal Food Drive,
Dec. 12, _;:30 p.m., Horse of
Refuge 215 E. Sycamore St.,
Dennis 453-2268.
• Library Affairs Introduction to
constructing Web pages, Dec. 13,
1 lo3pm..Morrislibrary1030,
453-:..Sla
• SPC Films Committee meeting
to help choose films for the
student community, every Mon.
6:30 pm.. Activity Ream A Student
Center, Amanda 536-3393.
• On campus Debate Sodely
meeting. Every Mon. and Wed,
6:15 pm. Communication
Building Room 2005, James
351-9447.
• outdoor Adventure Club
meeting. every Men., 7 pm..
· Mississippi Room Student Center,
Chris 351-4458.
• Ballroom Dance Club meeting
and lesson, every Mon.
7 to9 pm,$15 forstudents$20
for non-students, Davies Gym,
Oiia-ling 351-8855.
• Student Programming Channel
television show on SPC-lV called
B--Telcvision, every Mon. 7 p.rn.,
O,annel 24/SPC-Tv, Nei1
·453-5550_
• Baptist Student Center is
ol!ering free lunch for
internationals, every Tues.
11 :30 am. to 1 pm.. Baptist
Student Center on the comer of
Mill and Forrest St., Judy 457·289a
• Japanese Table holds informal
conversation in Japanese and
Engftsh over lunch, eve,y Tues,
noon, Student Center Camb,ia
Room, Janet 453-5429.

THIS DAY IN 1959:
• Three SIU students appeared on KFVS-1\f, Cape
Girardeau, on a series in which college students
displayed their talents each Thursday. The show
\'/as aimed at helping young p~rforrners gain
experience and learn stage presence.
• A "Big Brother, Big Sister" Christmas party was
held at the Student Union to spark interest in a
new program starting at SIU. The program
involved students who acted as a "big brother" or
"big sister" to local children to give them role
models, as well as listeners for giving advice.
• Then-SIU President Delyte Morris appeared
• b.!fore the University to read the Christmas story
during SIU's annual Christmas program.
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Students perform urban dancing
recruiting high school students to
the college.
·
"We plan on doing a lot of travSeven sets of feet move swiftly eling and inviting other groups to
in a blur to thumping music, which come to Southen·1; said Burton, a ,
echoes off the walls of the aerobic sophomore in management infor~
room Tuesday night in the Student mation systems from Chic:igo. "I
Recreation Center.
wanted something clsc to bring '
The seven women dancing to diversity to SIU and share our cul- ·
the musical beat are members of turc."
Fatal Fusion, a newly formed
The o_rganization was actually
Regi•tered Student Organization. formed three years ago, meeting at
· Chaquana McCoy, a junior in parties to dance and perform at taladministration of justice from ent shows. Becoming an RSO has
Kankakee, said the group was cre• given them recognition and funds.
ated because no oq;:mization at
"A lot of people take us more
SIUC performed urban 'dancing.
seriously," McCoy said. "We can
McCoy, who describes urban get support from other RSOs like
dancing as "R & B, ·
RAC and the fr:iterni•
Hip Hop and
ties and sororities. We
Chicago dar.cing,"
wanted to get other
joined the group • For more infonnation people involved because
bec:iuse of the sense ;ibout joining Fatal
we practiced everyday.
of family it gives her. Fusion, can Mario
We thought
•Dan c i_n g Burton at 536-1148
,ve
might get.an RSO
together made us or Tierra Winston at
. started so that when we
become friends," 536-1094.
McCoy said. "It - - - - - - left other members
could keep it going."
keeps you out of trouble and gives
Although the semester brings
you something positive. It's also
new
officer
elections and a long ·
relaxing.
"_If you are a true dancer, you'd b.-cak from dancing,Jcnnifer Pitts,
adviser
for
the
RSO, said they arc
rather dance than do anything
looking at different possibilities
else."
The 14-member African· and plan to raise money for travelAmeric~n dance gmup, which ing c.:pen.scs ..
"I think they've got some good
bcc:ime an_ RSO Nov. 3, pcrtc.rms
for talent and minority shows. The ideas and positive attitudes," Pitts
group's l:ist performance was in the said. "They're going to .try to get
Step Show at the SIUC Black. some performances together and
Affairs Council Leadership some groups from Chicago to perform with them."
Conference Nov. 13.
Tierra Winston, a sophomore
· McCoy said that although their
performar,ce at the leadership con- in theater from Chicago, said the
ference was l:ist-minutc, the crowd group dancing is _a Stress reliever.
MINSOOK PARK• DAr.Y EoYl'TIA.'I
thon,ughly enjoyed it.
"It gives you a break from Tierra Winston,
sophomore in theater from Chicago and a .
· . Mario Burton, or.c of six male school," Wi_nston said. "It's a real member of Fatal Fusion, a newly formed Registered Student
members of the group, said the good feeling when you're up tJ.!ere Organization, dances Saturday afternoon in the Student <;enter
group · may influence SIUC by and the crowd calls yo11r name. ,., Auditorium during pra~ice.
,
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City Council bllsy Wit:h approvals
Chicagu Underground receives permission of city
to expand establishment, creating bar upstairs
KAREN 8LATT[R
DAILYEoYPTIAN

John and Susan Karayanis were
given approval to expand Chicago
Underground, keeping the rresent
restaurant downstairs and creating an
upstairs bar as early as three months
from now.
Tuesday night, the Liquor Control
Commission granted approval 4-1 for
the Chicago Underground, Inc., to separately operate both establishments,
creating the l:ist bar in Carbondale
under a citywide cap.
Although located in the same building, 717 S. University Ave., the downstairs ,viii operate as a restaurant with a
class A-2 license and the soon-to-bcfinished upstairs ,viii operate as a class

B-2 bar with an entry age of 19.
Karayanis said the bmvill carry over
the same environment as the present
restaurant and provide a bar for a more
mature crowd in Carbondale.
.
But despite what Karayanis said
about the environment of the bar,
Mayor Neil Dillard still voted against
the establishment.
.
He said adding anoiher bar in the
downtowp area is going to add to the
difficult situation on South Illinois
Avenue.
"I do not support it; I will not support it," he said. "It violates all the plans
we had for the area. We are going to
have a problem.w
SEE

Council approves task
force recommendations
The City Council approved the three points
recommended by the Residential L.-asing Task
Force report at Tuesday's meeting.
One of the three points focused on an educational program that ,viii help guic'.c students who
· move off ~pus for the first time as to what to
expect when selecting a place to live. The second
recommendation was that the group ,viii continue
to meet, and the final recommendation stJted that
· the ordinances proposed by GPSC in the spring
not be considered at this time.
The council also commended the task force for
the .time and effort they put into making the
group work, despite initial difficulties.

CITY COUNCIL. PAGE 7

Police carry· life--saving defibrillators
6oe JACOBIN!
DAILY EoYl'TJAN

Graduation commenceme~t ceremonies just
ended. The gradi •atcs and their guests were congregating in little knots around the Arena floor
when a guest collapsed to the floor.
Deborah Cocke, the University police disas•
ter resource coordinator, rccalled the May 1~8
incident.
~He had a heart a~ck right' on the gym
floor," Cocke said.
Cocke die.I not rccall the outcome of that particular incident, but one thing is sure: the victim
had to wait valuable minutes before paramedics
arrived for treatment.
·
The quickc: the response, the more likely a
life can be saved, said Lt. Todd Sigler of the
UniveBity police.

)'{ow, thanks to a gift from Memorial
Hospital of CarbomWe, UniveBity police will
begin early next year carrying defibrillators that
could save a heart attack victim's life.
Defibrillators electrically shock heart attack·
victims to get their heart again.
Until now, defibrillators ,vere used almost
exclusively in hospitals. But the machines have
recently become less expensive and more
portable, said Tcriy Buck, SIUC director of stuc!:nt health programs.
· "They'll be part of our regular squad car
equipment," Sigler said. "One ,viii be carried in a
car that patrols prima..,-j)y the cast side ofcampus,
the other ,viii be in a car patrolling the ,vest
side."
Buck said the program is jointly sponsored by
Memorial Hospital of Carbondale, the. SIUC
risk man.igcmen! ~fficc, SIUC student health

programs and the University police.
The hospital is donating one of the S3,000
defibrillators and conducting ·the training. The
other defibrillator will be purchased by the
University.
All SIUC patrol officers ,viii undergo train•
ing 011 the devices in early January, Sigler said.
Cocke said the officers arc glad to have the
devices and even happier that the defibrillators
arc so easy to use.
"They're fool proof," Cocke said.
The machine detects a heart beat but \\ill not
actiwte unless the beat is absent.
· "All we have to do is just make sure the pads
arc touching skin," Cocke said. "You just press
the start ~utton and it docs its own thing." •
SEE

DEFIBRILLATORS, PAGE 7

U Card giveaway offers
free semester of tuition
Student Development officials ,viii pick
the ,vinncr of the free semester of tuition
Friday du1ing the Studer.t Involvement U
Card give.way.
The dra,ving is at noon in the Student
Dc:velopment office on the second floor of
the Student Center, and the ,vinner ,viii
receive a free, 12-credit-hour semester of
tuition for an in-state resident. Also, anyone
who tums in the filled card ,viii receive a free
coupon book for discounts and merchandise
at various Carbondale businesses.
To qualify for the U Card dra\ving, studentr. must have obtained the card at the
office of Student Development. After
attending an SIUC event, which must be U
Card-approved, the student receives a sticker in a box that documents participation.
Once the student receives eigh: stickers, the
card should be taken to the Student
Development office.
If the card has not been stamped yet, it is
too late to get it stamped eight times, but
assistant
coordinator
of Student
Development Katie Sermersheim said students ,viii have the same opportunity next
semester.
-BurkeSp,k

Titles change in
Academic Affairs
The GrJduate Council ,viii meet today
to consider a resolution recommending that
the title of the chief academic officer at
SIUC be changed from vice chancellor for
Academic Affairs and provost to executive
vice chancellor for Academic Affairs.
The rtasoning behind the title change
request is to support the Graduate
Council's Oct. 7 recommendation for the
creation of a vice chancellor for Research
position. David Kammler, chairman of the
Graduate Council, said the Dean's Council
voiccc.l concern about weakening the
provost position ,vith the creation of a vice
chanccllor for Research. He said the
Graduate School dean would continue to
report to this position, and the title change
emphasizes the position of the provosts
position as "first among equals."
The council meets to<lay at 8 a.m. in the
Mississippi Room of the Student Center.
This is its l:ist regularly scheduled meeting
of the year.
-Tnn Chamberlain

NATION
LAWERENCE, KAN.

Gene study fatal to teen
FDA officials said Wednesday that a
UniveBity of Pennsylvania gene therapy
trial in which a Tucson, Ariz., teen-ager
died violated at least two of the agency's
guidelines and may hav~ violated a third,
based on their preliminary report. The
gene therapy study was aimed at eventu:illy
providing hope for babies born ,vith an
often deadly liver disorder. Food and Drug
Administration spokeswoman Kathryn
Zoon said University of Pennsylvania
researchers failed to promptly inform the
agency about moderate liver toxicity seen in
two patients after they received the gene
therapy. And she said that the man whoC\-cntually died, 18-ycar-old Jesse
Gdsinger, had unacceptable levels of
arr.mania in his blood before receiving the·
;;"DC therapy, a condition that should have
precluded his enrollment because it indicat·
ed his liver may have been functioning even
less efficiently than usual. Gene therapy
involves placing functional gene; into
humans who lack the normal working ver·
sions to treat a varietyof genetically based
diseases. Gdsinger kept the di· case in

fo~!J: j~

t~t=~:da
=~~!cation
research toward a cure. Although
researchers were initially baffled as to the
cause of Gelsinger's death, speculation
focused on the adenovirus itself, which has
been commonly associated with mild
inflammation and a mild fever.

THURSDAY
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The
DAILY EGYT'TIAN,

the student-nm
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SIUC, is committed
to being a trusted
.source of news,
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commentary and

public discourse,
v:hi~ helping
readers understand
rhc issues affecting
_U!Crr Ut'CS.
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Not handicapped? Park it elsewhere
Parking will probably be a problem that forever
frustrates students, faculty and staff at SIUC. There
is, howeve:-, a new problem branching off the issue
of a lack of spaces- parking violations, particularly
those instances where the perfectly mobile individual decides to park in a handicapped space.
In ,. fate rush to get to dass for that all important
lecture or test, students are taking advantage of the ·
disabled and parking in handicapped spaces. But
students aren't necessarily the only guilty parties.
There are others who would take advantage of
minor medical conditions to grab those premium
parking spots. If you had eye smzery last summer,
but are capable cf playing golf now; that disability ·
hangtag is a luxury, not a necessity, and you are
cheating the people who really need those spaces out
of a spot they cannot afford to do without.
· Somehow, even in the holiday season, it has
become an accepted practi.:e to sh9rtchange others
for personal benefit. A disabled person may have to
miss class, or even sit out in the cold waiting for you
to move your car so they can get b~-:k into their
vehicle, but somehow that's O.~ as long as it' puts
an end to your endless circling of the parking lot.

Lack of parking may be aggravating, but it's not
an emergency unless, maybe, you're giving birth. We
understand it can often take 30 minutes or more to
find a space on campus.sometimes (usually beca~::e
people would rather wait an.hour for that space
right by the door, rather than spending an extra five
minutes walking), but everyone should consider the
fa.:t that there are far more red, blue and even
overnight parking spaces than: handicapped spaces. ·
If you think you have parking problems, imagin!! not
only having to find an open spot, but needing a spot'
big enough for you to maneuver a wlieelchair in and .
out of, or close enough that you ·aren't. in a breathless
fit ofpain by the time you make it to clil.ss.
These are the real parking emergencies and ·
everyone should be more thoughtful of how thciiactions affect other people no matter how ~mall the
violation se1cms to _be at the ·moment.Not only that,
but it's a S100 dollar fine if you get caught parking
in these spaces illegally, not to mention the strong
possibility of a tow. ls it really worth ir? In the realm
C?f meters and parking spaces it doesn't take much to
be considerate. Do the decent thing and park where
yo~ belong.
·
·

DEAR EDITOR:

As chair of the Computing Advisory
Committee, and author (with the committee) of
the ori)lffial proposal for a technology fee, I feel
the need to comment on the status of what has
now metamorphoscrl into a ruition fee increase
dedicated to l=pi.'lg some of the technology
infrastructure up to date on this campus. The
fundamental principle here is TAN~AAFL:
there ain't no such thing as a free lunch.
During the past 15 ycrus, open labs and
other public computers have generally been paid
for by accident,! budget lefto..-ers. However, at
the ve1y end of the 20th century, computers are
no longer a geckish ]lllCUl), they arc an essential
item of academic life in C\'el)' discipline at this
University from Latin to plant biology.
Replacement of obsolete computers should be as
regular as replacement of burnt-out light bul'is,
but the State oflllinois has not provided adcli·
tional funds in our b'udget specifically for this
purpose, and other than salary money is, in general, at a very high premium on our compus.
VlltUally cvc,y other university in North
America is in a similar state, and has recogni,:cd
this fact, by, in one fonn or another, instituting a
fee that students pay specifically to keep labs an<l
other public computers current.Just in our ·
immediate neighborhood I could cite Indiana,
Purdue, Ohio State and UM:SL, not to mention
Uofl•.
Almost 75 pcn:ent of research universities in
a recent nationwide survey collect a separate sum
of money fiom students specifically to address
the ongoing needs for keeping public-access
computers up to date. VVhile there can be debate
over hew specific sums of money have been
spent over the past few years, there is no doubt
that SnJC C!llnot remain current, nor provide a
proper education for its students ,..;thout making
a commitment to continuous upgrading ofits
public a=ss computers, and there is similarly no
doubt that students will have to fond at least
part of the increased cost of getting an education
when computers are factim:d into the equation. I
. wgc the Board ofTrustees to pass the proposed
tuition incr.:ase to allow srnc to enter the 21st
cer,tury on a fo:ward-looking agenda.
GEOFFREY 5. NJiIHAN
• char.man,
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Good-bye Ted Sanders, Hello, FO.zzie Bear •. ·.·
As 1Q99 draws to a Yuletide end, I
research pape.;, I had foigotten this part
lighten up.the atmosphere.
different ocaipations, depending on .
find n•yself torn between the responsibil-·. · '.of my identity. Over the years, loga~
which game we played during recess.
Heck, apa_rt from the Board of
itie-~ of semester exams and my longing •:: i:ithms 311d rhetori~ replace our toys, and
Come to think ofit, when 1 was a
Trustees, I have yet to see a puppet
, anywhere on campus. But maybe in a
·~:t~::Z,~~y traditions associated _ ~o-~etimes it js nearly impossible to . · child, l couldn't wait t9 learn. I read
every book l could get my hands on, I
sense, Muppets are just what we need
listened eagerly as my teach_cr divulged
Last week seemed like an e~crnityas l
to renew our intellect and make us
Lie secrets oflong division.
waded through my notebooks m prepa- •:,.......,--,-::---~~~
crave more education.
As I hung the last ~tocking behind
ration for the upcoming nightmare of
•·
GRACE PIUDDY ·
From my entire schedule, l can
the tree, I silently wondered whe;; i-:ty
finals week. But Saturday, the douds
·
.
think of one pr1>fessor who has gone
parte<l when my parents :mnounced ow
Not Just Another
attirude about school had changed. As I
the extra mile day after day, using
:mnual trip to procure the perfect tree to
Priddy Face appears
overheard Kermit the Frog's voice on the
exciting and sometimes. even seemingly
complete our living room for the holiThursdays.
television, I remembered s.l'Cnding my
bizarre approaches to make learning .
childhood captiv:ited by Sesame Street,
days. _
.
_
~:':it~::~:.hman
fun, even in college. A.-id he has made
,vatching the Count Von Count recite
Exated, ID) family :ind I earned a
H_er opinion does
difference,whether he. realizes it or
his numbers and the'Rvo-Headed
dozen boxes of decorations from the
not necessarily
not
attic to commence the Priddy Family
reflect that of the
.iYfonster shove lett~. together to spell
· I think every professor on campus
Christmas. Donned in our silly decorat' DAlrY EGwtw,.
words. I couldn't w:ut to learn more.
could learn a lesson from this man, if
ing hats (a cra,-;y but essential tradition
Today, I curse my calcuJafor :md stress they1put away their 'customary teaching
we starteclye.ars ago),mybrotherand I
out over term papers. What happened?
, methods ap._d really-tried to relate to
bcg:m trimming the tree with two
Along the path fromkindel!l3rten to
their students instead of standing on a
college, when; did my quest for knmvl~
remember where we came from, where
decades of memories, most of them
platform in a lecture hall; preaching
manifesting themselves in sd3ppy home- we are headed or even ·what we are doing edge stop being an adventure a!1d tum
the curriculum year after year to dozinto a nightmare? Why dont l still get
made ornaments from our c.'uldhood.
ap,rt from the.current homework and
ing audiences.
. ·
excited over reading books?
Among other holiday precedents
=ms that consume our daily routine.
To all of the Fozzie Bears who conIn l Corinthians 13:11, Paul write.,
And then it hit me. I think I know
which must be obeyed in our house, .
tinue to brdt the mold. and firid new
Bubby and I dug out our ancient VHS
"When I was a child, I t:tlked like a
what the problem with college is.
ways to make us enjoy our education, .
child, I thought like a u'ik!, I reasoned
There aren't enough Muppets.
copy of"A Muppet-Family Christmas."
thank you. You are the heart of this
Episode after episode, Ernie, Bert , ·
like a child.\Vhen I became a man, I put
We turned it on and began reciting
school and thekgs it stands on,
,
<1nd the rest of the gang made learning
childisjpvays behind me.~
:ill of Kermit and .Mi.ss Piggy's lines
Wocka, wocka, SIUC. lt is time to
fu~ They..l..~y:; ~~ted silly,nd P!ayed
.iiong with the TV as we hung giitret}',
. I think many of us, on our way to
recogru?C the efforts of the few and
becoming adults, put these things behind learning games that l;ft a 5;:y~-old m,e
construction paper angels and secondbold who keep us motivated, even
with the giddy sensation of)cnmvledge.
grade Polaroid omamenti; on the tree:
us altogetli& too quickiy, anJ in the
wh.:n the going gets tough and classes
And now, for the most part, lsit in
As we slowly transformed tr.e living
process, we foiget why we are here in the
seem boring. Without these peopJe
room into a winter wonderland, I couldfirst place. When I was seven years old, I
classrooms liste.:lJ>g to professors lecture
didn t question where my life would lead.
n't help b:it stop :md breathe in the ..
here to inspire us, we would gain nothabout facts, theories and scientific reabeyond
grade
school
·
··
magic around me.
ing from our quest for knowledge.
soning. There are no silly gam'es, there
I could still choose from a hundred
. In my world of textbooks and
They have made the. trip worthwhile.
are no furry, animated co::ipanioris to

iiJ&Wdk@eft&™ ·
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Students can make ·money simply by logging online, then watching the cash come in
BRYNN SCOTT

Make Money SurfHng the Web!

DAILY EGYPTIAN

Erin Boland makes 25 cents per hour surfing the
Internet.
. . Boland, a freshman in university studies from
Rockford, is one of millions oflnt:met surfers who
· are taking advantage of online advertising. Online
advertising lets a web user rai:k up cash by allowing
companies to post advertisements on the computer
screen while the user ~urfs the net
"I love it because I'm making money for doing
basically nothing," Boland said. "The whole process
is so ea5)~"
~·
Online ad\-ertising originated about three years
ago and has become increasing popular as more
· people continue to utilize the Internet. "While there
is no nationwide count oflnternet advertising users,
AIIAdvantage.com boasts more than 3 million participants..
.
Internet sites including. www.Getpaid4.cnm,
www.ValuePay.i:om and www.VipBenefits.com
provide the opportunity for anyone to make money
using an Ad Viewer bar. By downloading the Ad
Viewer, a small bar that appears at the bottom of the
computer screen, numerous am-ertisements are displayed.
.
Whatever agency program the web user downloaded keeps track of the daily hour usage online.
Each agency provides different monetaty payments
per hour. Some pay a low premiwn and lugh referral rate, while others pay a lugh premium and
·
·
mediocre referral rate.
But to the disappointment of those who spend
an exorbitant amoll!lt oftime_online, most agencies
have a. maximum monthly pay. For example,
AIIAdvantage.com pays up to· 25 hours per :nonth
and ItAdsUp.com pays up to 60 hours per month.

F,,.d /he following
companies online ,
for more
information!
·

Toy Sto~ 2 (G) DTS

Sifxii1~ 5~40 7:20
9:009:40

Messenger (R)
4:508:00

The World ls Not Enough
Q.'G·l3) DTSSboiriagOn25mmr

4:30 5:15 7:10 8:10 9:45

1n addition, people who get others to sign up for . because his friends ha\'e shown him their checks.
"My friend referred me to the program so he
the web advertising program have their cash flow
increased in different ways, depending on wruch could get more money per every hour he surfs,"
company is used. Boland praises the advertising Smith said. "I have only been doing tlus for about
programs because of the ,implicity of the program two months now so I am not too worried about getting paid }'et."
and the cash she received.
There are no boundaries to the number of agen"I didn't get my clieck until five months later, but
it floated into my mailbox on a rainy day, and I was cies each surfer is allowed to use. For people taking
quite pleased," she said.
advantage of the ~tern like Tony Lawler, a freshSome SIUC students, including Nick Smith; a man· in business finance from Barrington, screen
·
freshman in civil engineering from Decatur, have space poses the only problem.
not yet received cash but remain hopeful. Smith,
•"I use four of them," Lawler said•. "It is a great
who uses the AIIAdvantage.com agency, wluch pays _way to make money - sitting on your butt and
50 cents per hour, _said he is sure he will be paid surfing the web."

Sixtfi Sense (PG• 13) ors
7:4510:10
Bone Collector (R1
4:15 6:50 9:30 '
Pc,kemon (G)
· 4:40 7:00 9:15'
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SIUC coal research gets financial aid
~ental restrictions," Mead said. "The duction is to produce better and cleanfuture of Illinois coal will depend on er technology,"Mead said. "\Vewillbe
newer and·better technology to com- dependent on coal for many years to
Coal researchers from SIU.C have battlusproblemorsulfur-freecoalwill come.so anyway we can help reduce
received mo~ than ·s6o6,ooo fro'm the be chosen instead."
pollution is CCf!l!inly a good thing."
Illinois Clean Coal Institute in
Southern Illinois mines have been
Sanjeev Kumar, an assistant profesCarterville to _help reduce environ- mvindling in the 1990s because of the sor of civil engineering, is another
mental hazards plaguing coal produc- increase in the use ofsulphur-free coal. researcher who is receiving funding.
tion in Southern Illinois.
Mines in the towns of Marissa and Kumar and lus colleagues, Nader
. The m~ney will be split up for five Monterey have been closed or severe- Ghaforri and · Vijay Puri, received
separate projects dealing with the ly reduced by the fuel-switching trend. more than S128,000 of the overall
remov:il of waste products from coal
A major cause of this trend is the fundinJ.
combustion and finding alternative Clean Air Act amendments of 1990.
Their team is working on V,".ly to
uses for that waste. -Proposals were
"T!ie mines -have to comply ,vilh combine fly ash and bottom ash to aid
approved in mid-October.
these federal standards," Mead said. in· the coru:truction of deep founda. John Mead; director of SlU's Coal "Thats why there has been this shift tions ·used for buildings and bridge
Research Center, said the grant repre- toward low-sulfur coal from Western . supports.
sents the ICCI's commitment to states.
Kumar said his research could have
m~n~g cr.ialitj coal production in
Dhali hopes his research can help two positive effects_ on coal production
1llino1S.
the environment and bring Illinois in Illinois. Kum~r is confident his
"What they were looking for is back to the forefront of coal producteam will see positive results within
high qualitywoik that will have a tan- tion.
"We need to find more clean and one}=·
· gible effect on how,ve use and market
"One reason to do this i!: to dispose
coal," Mead said. "It shows how dedi- economical ways to remove dioxide
cated Illinois is to tlus sort of from coal combustion," said Dhali, a of a lot the ash that is gener::ted from
coal
running in Illinois. That way,
research."
professbr of electrical engineering.
~hirshal: Dhali and Tomasz "We're trying to clean up a lot of the there'll be less to haul to the landfills,"
Wiltowski hope to use plasma to pollution created from burning a-aL Kumar said. "Secondly, mixing ash
reduce the amount of sulfur dioxide, It's one of the top priorities in this with cement for the foundations will
cut down on the use of cement and
ni~gen oxide and mercury that can state."
be found in coal combustion gases.
One ofthe =sons coal pollution is aggregate."
Ifanything,Meadwouldliketosee ·
The .remov:il of sulfur oioxide has a top priority is because coal is such a
become increasingly important in large energy sc. ..ll'l'C in tlus state. It is more federal support for coal research
in
the
future.
· xecent years because of environmental estimated that nearly 50 percent of the
"Illinois is dedicated to. coal
concerns. Wei-tern states like electricity in Illinois comes from coal
research, but I .would certainly like to
Wyoming ha\-e taken business away · production.
.
from Illinois because !hey are producMead said this is a trend that will see more federal support," Mead said.
ing coal low in ~itlfur.
continue in this state as time goes on. "Coal still represents one of the biggest
"In the 1990:;, Illinois has had a
"Mybeliefisthebestwayto1educe sources of. electrical power in this·
.
production decline caused by environ- the en,ironmental effects of coal pro- COU!ltry: '
Tr.AVIS MORSE

DAILY EGYPTIAN
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Repo.rt shows no inequi~y in pay at U. of Kansas
TRIBUNE MEDIA SER\;ICES

LAWRENCE, Kan ..,-The latest
report on faculty salaries at. the
Unn·ernty of Kansas shows no sign ')f
institutional discrimination, Provost
David Shulenburger said.
·: The study, which th_e universitys
board of regents instructeq all six of
state system's schools to conduct, was
presented· to the regents Pa.. LThe
study found no statistically significant

the study put together by the Office of
Institutional Research and Planning.
The rep<'rt states that ",vith· the.
"What (the study) shows is that
large number of faculty members there is no systematic salary discrimiincluded in the study, the statistical nation at the_Unn-ersit);~ he told The
tests of significance_are q~ powerful Daily Kansan. "Of course, the key
and should, detect even small differ- word there is systematic."
ences between groups.,;
',
·, Shn.lcnbwger said he had viewed
But the results do not prove the reports from Kansas State
whether pay discrimination happens Universit)' and W.cruta State
on an individual basis at the university, University, and both schools results
E!id Shu!enbwger, who coordinated resembled those at KU.
deviations exist in salaries a.c~rding to

age, gender, ethnicity and race:·

l®t.@1~lllinois is dedicated to coal
· research, but I would
certainly like to see more
. federal support.
Coal still represents one of
the biggest sources of
electrical power in this
COl.!ntry.
JoHNMEAD
clm,aorof S/U'sCoo!Resenn:hCm.,,.
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A opti n mak s dre .ms co·m
say when Madison is old enough to understand, she will be told of her birth mother.
"She will know eve1ything,n Curt said.
After waiting about eight years for a baby, "We're not going to hold back with her."
Cindy and Curt Oltmann nearly gave up hope
"It's hard enough to be adopted," Cindy
of becoming parents together.
said. "\Ve ha\·e pictures of Kelly and a scrap
The opportUnity had eluded the couple book from when Madison was born that we
until a phone call from Catholic Social will show her.
~\-Ve want her to know [Kelly) because she
Senice linked the Oltmanns and a woman
secki ng to gi\·e her cl,ild up for adoption. The is a part of her."
'
birth of .l'vladison Hope Oltmann on Sept. 5,
For more than 50 years, Catholic Social
1998, about four months after the first phone Service has been providing open adoptions for
call, completed Cindy and Curt's dream.
those who cannot have children or who are
Prevented from having any more children, unable to provide or care for unexpected preg- ·
Cindy chose to seek adoption with Catholic nancies. Unlike a private adoption through
Social Service of Carbondale in 1991. Having attorneys or agencies, open adoptions allow
two children from a previous marriage,, Cindy the birth mother to chose the parents of her
fo ... ud difficulty in finding an agency or attor· baby and maintain a relationship with the
ncy who would assist in the search for a child. adopti\·e parents if desired.
"\¥e are here to help the
"Since I already had two
boys no one would accept l(f§tft@@il;c(g~ birth mother come to a decius," Cindy said. ~'ve didn't
sion that is best for her,"
care if it was a boy or a girl, Since I already had two Casper said. "We like to tty
WC just wanted a little one."
boys no one would
arid establish a relationship
It is estimated by officials
bet\veen the birth mom and
at Catholic Social Service,
accept us. We didn't adoptive family.
214 S. University Ave., that
care if it was a boy or
"The birth families chose
t!o~l:e 0 un::~io;ta!~t~: a girl, we just wanted a the adoptive families in the
little one.
end, and it is spectacular to
b:!~~~;e
see just. how many things
f: .
they have in hcommon. It !s
f Arn .
percent O
encan amilike God has is hand in it.
d S,dnce a dcouple cho~ldpefirson
~i~~d.includc an adoptive
ec, es to a opt a I rom
JVIichelle Casper, adoption fanuly specialist Catholic Social Service one must comply to a
VIa_nidtssthtude ihes .mes of
with
Catholic
Service,
said and
its seriCesathof ilin.cteSMo·cr~-\alvs,ScleMas_scese
Carbondale
office,Social
joined with
Belleville
_

children," said Casper. "Because they are open
adoptions and the. birth family chooses the
adoptive family they don't know if a family has
been in there seven months or seven days.
· "Once you're in the book you have as much
of a cl1ance as anyone."
.
The service does not discriminate a=inst.
age, marriage, religt" ous faith or on the n~m-be·r

JI.fount Vernon, has placed about six babies
with adoptive families in 1999.
Qpick.ly approaching 15 months,
Madison, whom her parents lovingly call
Mady, sat quietly on the floor of her grandparents' home Tuesday attempting to piece
together an clphabet puzzle.
~She has been a good little girl," Cindy
said. "She has her own \vill and is very loving
and determined."
The Oltmanns are adamant about maintaining a relationship with Madison's birth
mother, Kelly, who surrendered her rights to
Madison because of financial reasons. They

of children already in the home. Cindy said
because of the guidelines set by Catholic
Socia.! ,Service adopting Madison has been a
positive e1.-perience.
·
"We would recommend adoption to ariyone," she said. "It has just been so wonderful."
Leery in the beginning, the Oltmanns
refrained from decoratin~ M_adison's ro~m for
fear Kelly may change her mmd and deode tQ
keep the baby.
.
.
.
· "We had a room for her, but we didn't want
to jinx it by:decorating itt. Cindy s;ud. "Kelly
didn't sigid1er surrenders for about six weeks,·
but she was great. She called us when she

KELLYE, HERnEIN
DAIL\"Eol'J"TIAN

~~::!l
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perspective parents to examine for safety,
room and cleanliness. The sen~ce also performs a criminal check and requires anyone
seeking adoption to take parenting and adoprive classes.
The service currently has about 30 hopeful
. parents waiting to adopt 3 child in the
Southern Illinois area. Each entry is allowed
to include a letter. and picture witliin a bo:ik
that expecting mothers. may examine,.
although there is no waiting list and noway of
determining how long a couple has been waiting for a child.
·
"Sume couples :u:e childless and some have

MrNc.szu Yu..: DAJIY Em'M1AN

Cindy Ollmann watches as her daughter, Madison, 'plays with a Christmas decoration i,n her
grandparents' home at Ashley. The Oltmanns adopted young Madison at birth, adding to the family
that previously consisted of two sons from Cindy's previous marriage.
·
went into labor and even request three arm
bands at the hospital. I didn't leave the room
until Mady was born"
·
Kelly did not immediately sign the adoption papers because oflega.l entanglements the
Oltmanns did not wish to elaborate on. In
accordance with Illinois la,v, the birth mother
may not legally surrender the rights to her
child until 72 hours after delivery. .
Madison was legally adopted on March 29,
1999. The Oltmanns said the relationship
bet\Veen Madison and the family were strong
from the beginning and continue to grow
everyday, ~eating a loving home.
Cindy said the motherly bond bet\veen her
and Madison is":is strong had she given birth
to the little girl herself.
..
. "There is absolutely no difference in the
bond we share," Cindy'said. "Everyone in the
family is. accepting of her and loves .her ·so
much. You have to tell yourself she's adopted
to know.~
··
.
·

At these Pl'ice~, i•'s too bad
we_ :o··n''t selllf carsia
i,~aybe one day we will sell cars, food and e~erything else you· ile~d: But right now, it's great deals on textbooks every day. Yau cari save up to 40%, and you'll get your books in·
1 to 3 days. Not that you would, but don't sweat'ti~ing ri credit card. VarsityBooks.com is 100% guaranteed secure'. Try saying that about a new SUV.

SAVE UP

TO 40% ON TEXTBOOKS.
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"It makes an excellent
location," Gatt,m said of
putting the stadium south of
SIU Arena. ~That way, all the
athletics are together." .
Jan Qyarless, S!U head
fr.>tball coach, said building a
new stadium "is well-past
time, and the Uni,•ersity
should recognize that.~
Qyarless said he has
coached at a number ofinstitutions \\ith "nice facilities,"
and McAndrew Stadium
makes reauiting more difficult than some people realize.
He thinks the football program, whlch has struggled in
recent years, could be put on a
fast-track to a better future
when it gets a new facility.
Jackson, like Gatton,
would like to use the vacated

process, Jackson said he has
received some negative feedback about hls proposal to
build a dome.
, Jackson supports a multipurpose facility because of the
possible imp~ct on the
Southern Illinois economy
and said it would attract visitors that would uot normally
come to the area. He thinks
the project would jump-start
the region by bringing diverse
areas closer together.
"We've had some good
crowds on sunny, warm days,
but we've also I.ad some lousy
crowds on SUM)\ warm days,"
.Jackson said. "That's limited
to the idea that we are playing
football five games a year. I'm
talking about doing a lot more
than playing football five
games a year."
· Some of the criticism
Jackson has received is that
the stadiiµn might be placed

;!~:~ .: ~~!i~~ =~~:~.

~!~s:~:~r:c~~o
Throughout the beginning

attend games.

,~ always discussed as being
. a restaurant not a bar.
Karayanis was originally
granted approval for the B-2
At previous public meet- . license Nov. 16. He was to
ings, Karayanis said he would surrender the restaurant
wclcome "the good students," .' license in exchange for the
but not "the students that go bar license, but .when the
out and get drunk.~
details of• the license were
\Vhen Dillard voiced his o.p!ained to hlm,. ~e wanted
concerns at Tuesday's meet- to rethink his plans.
Presently, Karayanis has a'
ing, Karay:inis wanted to .
publicly respond.
90-d:iy period to accept the
"Anytime the bar becomes B-2 license and can request
a burden, I will surrender the an extension if the establishlicenset he said. "I'm not in ment is not complete before
this to enrich myself, I am the 90 days are up in midhere to· make a living. My _February.
·.
fotegrity is more important
No· city o!"'1inances exist
than the license."
that will affect the establishKarayanis also previously . ments being in . the same
said he dia not think anyone building.
The bar and the restaurant
should get drunk for any reason. . . . . .
.
. . : ,vill share a kitchen, but ,vill
Dillard · also did n~t be run as separate establishapprove of the license because me·nts ,vith separate bookthe original establishment keeping because a class A-2

CITY COUNCIL

CXlNTINUED ffiOM PAGE 3

"I'm not convinced with
the argument that this is
somehow against student
needs,"
Jackson
said.
"Students have cars, we have a
bus service, we can run shuttles and buses to wherever we
were to build it, if we were to
build it.fl
Harold Bardo, interim
Athletics Director and chair
man of the planning committee, said the committee has
not discussed the pros and
cons of a domed stadium.
"We have to make it convenient for them to get to [the
new stadium] ifit were moved
off campus," Bardo said. "\Ve
would have to provide some
means of students getting
there."
Jackson said the planning
committee needs more time
before any plans can be set.
"We've just launched the
study. We've launched the
conversation with people in
getting it on paper,~ Jackson
said.

license requires the restaurant
to bring in more than half o(
its profits from non-liquor
sales.
There. ,vill be only
employee access from on·e
establishment to the other.
City Clerk Janet Vaught
said the only establishment in
Carbondale thatwas operated
similarly was the Sports
Center, 1215 E. Walnut St.
In that building, a bowling
alley downstairs served alcohol without an entry age and
the upstairs had a bar ,vith an
entry age.
·
Vaught said she recs no ·
problems.with one building
having dual licenses.
·
The council also passed an
ordinance that allows bars 30
minutes to clear all patrons
out of · the establishments
rather then. the .present 15.
The new ordinance ,1ill take
effect Dec. 17.

a/c, p/s, p/b, good cond, 51800
oba, 549·969.d or 30?·822-0206 .

83 BUiCK SKYIARK, .d DR, AUTO,
new battery, runs good, must sell
$550 obo, call 351-6465.

1988 HONDA ACCORD 1x;5 speed,
150,xxx, .d dr,$1850, 457-6986.

89 FORD ESCORT GT, 5 speed, p/s,
coss, red, new dutch & parls, 13,xxx

92 FORD TAURUS, all opSons, good
car, 52800 obo; con 529·2015. .

82 CADILIAC SEDAN Deville, brown,·

89 DODGE SHADOW, .d dr, 5 spcl,

.·Auto
HONDAS FROM S500! Police im·
f.3~3t i~rnf~'Iatngs, ooll
97 MITSUBISHI EUIPSE, MAROON,
exccond, 35,xxxmi, $13,800obo,
call 536·7854'. .
.
89 TOYOTA COROLIA, .d dr, 5 sp,
0
~9-soJ1.

ro'oo:t~;;;;~9l

fitoo"'o~,~~;~;
86 PONTIAC AERO; V·6, blade, .d '
spd, p/w, al, woofer,
slriing!l
$1000, 5-49·2701.

runs

96 PLYMOUTH NEON highliner,
.d9,xxx mi, excccnd, auto,-4dr, a/c,
p/b,_new tires, $6900, SA9·3166.

84 BUICKElfCTRASTATIONWAG·
ON, w/ 88 Olds V-8, cd, Power eve·
rylhingll Many new pam!I Sl 000,

90 TOYOTA CAMRY IE, loaded, ex·
ce!hru cand, 80,rix._S5000 obo, call
eveninA• 521'·5693.

86 OlDSMOBllf CUTIASS Sierra,

88 HONDA ACCORD DX, 2 dr hatch·

:~~·:.'la!~t~~~::r:i;tr;:
-~ mi, mini con_d, $2,JOO ~ba, call 351 ·
6118.

mi, must sell, 549-2701.

549•2701.

91-.JOO< :ni, cx.cellentcond, o/c:, cruise,

$2100 ~,eall.d57-6703 x'.£16.
89 OlDSMOB!lf DELTA, runs great,
bl:erful engine, reliable, no winter
s, Chiccgo and bad x 100+, _
S1400obo, coll 549·661~.

~;~,;~o.

67 VW BAJA, aistom built, 1915 cc,
dual weber carb, asking $4800, ooll
68.d-4083.

Parts & Services
STEVE THE CAR DOCTOR Mobile
mechanic. He makes house calls, I.ST:
7984 or mobile 525-8393.

. ~i:itiques
CARF.ONDALE'S BEST KEPT secret·
POLLY'S Af !TIQUES, Check it out!
2400 chaulauqua.

TUITION
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the creation of gwdelines in
the search to replace President
Ted Sanders, who ,vill leave
SIU Feb. 1 to head the
Educational Commission of
the States, a national educational policy group based in
Dem·er.
The guidelines created by
the board were released Nov.
30, and the search committee
is planning to include a representam·e of each campus constituency group. This group
,vill work ,vith a nationally
based consultant in a nationwide search with the goal of
having • · ·w president chosen
byJanum,.
This board meeting is the
last official meeting scheduled
for Sanders before he leaves, as
no January meeting is normally scheduled.
Scott Kaiser, media coordinator for the President's

CREDIT
CONTINUED FROM PAGE I

"If they do have a good
relationship with their financial institutions, their financial institution will help them
in any. way they can," said
Denise Brady, vice president
of operations for SIU Credit
Union.
·

DEFIBRILLATORS
CONTINUED ffiOM PAGE 3

Cocke said the defibrillator
gives· spoken instructions such
as, "Stand clear," and "Do not
activate.fl
Heart attacks ·are not that
common at SIUC, and Buck
estimated the devices might be
used two or three times a year.

Furniture

___;;T.;.;.HU.;;..;R.;;;.S.;;..;DA.;;,:Y,c...:D:....:E:..:.CE:....M..:.B.::..ER_9;;..:,_1..:.9_9_9_•--'--7

The president search
gwdelines ,vill not have to b~
approved by the entire board
because the motion to create
the guidelines stated that the
board would formulate trem
to be approved by board
Chairman A.D.. VanMeter.
Discussion of the guidelines is
not included in the agend.•.
•Students for Excellence in
Education also likely,,ill be in

attendance today, after posting
fliers this week about thro,,-ing
Sanders a "going away partyfl at
the board meeting. Kaiser said
no special plans were being
made for any sort of protest,
but the S.E.E. students were
more than welcome to attend
because the meeting is open to
the public.
When tl1e board met in
Carbondale Oct. 14, S.E.E.
protesters claim they were
unfairly denied entrance to the
Student Center, where the
meeting took place.
Protesters were told by
University Police they would
be arre,;ted if they entered the
building with their signs and
placards. The group has since
asked the American Civil
Liberti~ Union to investigate
the incident. S.E.E. coordinator Dawn Roberts could not be
reached
for
comment
\Vednesdiv.
The bo'ard's no.'t scl1eduled
meeting is Feb. 10 in
Carbondale.

Brady said financial institutions are eager to help students, and they should take
advantage of the opportunity
for their own financial benefit.
Topinka said a typical pitfall for stuc!ents is that many
ha,•e·not learned basic mo·ney
management skills before
entering college. She said part
of the problem may be gener-

ational, considering that the
value of money has not been
taught to today's youth.
"They have no idea what's
going on, and no one ever
taught them," She said. "It's
not taught anymore in
schools the way it used to be.
It's not that they want to get
into trouble. Most of it is
ignorance because young
people just don't know."

Office, said a January meeting
could be called if the presidential search needs to be discussed, but there were no plans
yet. Kaiser said he expects
Sanders to deliver a statement
during the president's report
portion of the meeting. The
board ,vill also convene in a
closed session at 7:30 a.m.
today, and Kaiser said this
,meeting ,vill likely deal with
the impending presidential
search.
"Certainly, the board
knows that finding a new president is the top prioril);fl Kaiser

said.

•

Cocke said the police usually
arrive before tl-.e ambulance
because the amoulance · has
futther to go.
Sigler said studies show a
quick response significantly
improves a :,eart attack victim's

Gus says:

survival.
«It's that first response that
often means the difference
between life and deatl1," Sigler
said.

Computers

FAXm

COMPUTER, 400 MHZ. DVP, /M' 3,
mini lower, 56K modem, 5 gig hd.
1r monitor, comple!e, like new,
5900, 486 5100,457·7057.

top, newwith 10yearworranty,never

WH!TE METAL DAYBEDw/ frame &
baxspringSlOO, bed sheets, dust ruf•
Re & comforter $40, Dani 351-7355.

Appliances
REFRIGERATORS, STOVES, WASH·

:1,1itd;~,\~;l~:11i~s.

WASHER/DRYER $250, stove $125,
lridgeSl95, 20· Sony1V $90, zr
1V S170, VCR $50, call -457-8372.

Musical
WWW.SOUNDCOREMUSIC.COM
check out cur specials for sale, &
services. Book your holiday party
now!!! DJ's, Koraako, ligliting, CD
hums . .d57-5641.

Can we fine' • qualified
candidate for interim Gus
before the end of the
semester?

Electronics

QUEEN SIZE MATTRESS .,,r, quilted
used, still in Fiastic, retail price $839,
will sacrifice for 5195, can deliver,
573-651-0064.

Gus Bode

lax

"iJ?t":u~';;~ Ad

lndu1FuTJ~!'!~nnJ ~'J~::;~tion:
'Dales lo publi,h
•dassilication wanted
'Wee~doy (8·4:30) phone
number

f AX ADS ,,,. subied lo no""ol
deadlines. The Daily Egy;,tian
11
''°dc";'ste;;9ci~~n~~:;::r

.618-453-3248
DAILY EGYPTIAN

WANTED! W: BUY

~tJ~~~~~k~!:Ji~:!X~~,
!Wtv&°R~ll\'R~~e 1~•u i.
Able Aooliance. ccll t.5t-776r.

SUPER·FAST ADSl Internet service-·
1
:fn~~;~i~~:.

i~:~;S63
;;t~:;J~:.
c~i~ t~~SL
or regular Internet die.I-up service.
sbilation and modem are free. You

CEC Communications.. www.cecc.net.

453·4405.
MS OfflCE 2000 pro, Sl 49
Full version CD's unopened
rOllisteroble, (309_) 689-0518.
NEEDS HELP WITH cc rel WordPerfect,
please coll Dr. Joanna Sullivon ot
549-5672•
SONY LAPTOP NOTEBOOK series
270, e,cellent condition, ca!I 993·
0804.

_-•=T;;H_U::. : R=SD=AY;; D;, ;E~CE~M;; BE_R.:. .:9:.!. .,. . .:1. :.:99:.,:9________~__

rnwri~t!;!\X=======;~~rn~=::i:"::i:-""1::::::::::::::C:L:AS;::Sl=FIE=D
0
APTS, HOUSES & !RAILERS
!JY~k~:r:.::~~n~, $~~;,,,, + ~:~~;1z0t!i~~~~n~:: :i:J.,
~29-35!!1."·
Close ~JU, 1lj~~rm.
_depo-•i_,.4_m_i_s_51_,_co_n_.i57_-_so_4_2._ I avail now, lease, 457-8924, 11-Spm.

...:B_:...

Sporting Goods

SUBLESSORS NEEDED FOR 2 bdrm
t:'ia~~ r:i:~ ~\,'s"l;~oo~ted

FOR SA!.EI KAYAKS & CANOES·
Dagger, Perception, Feathe. ;rolt, Bell
Wen~oah, Current Designs, paddle,,
PFD's, & much more, Shawnee Trails
Outfitters, coll 529-2313.
FOR SALE NORDICTRAJ< Ellipse, givts

~ ~n:~~;~!i

b'te~~r:t~td~:g::
free, coll 549-5964, ofter6 pm 616763·4925.

Miscellaneous
SEASON FIREWOOD, delive,ed,
$45/lood, ook.$50/load, coll 5497743.
WALTS DOUBLE•DECXER

5o<ithem Illinois' favorite pizza,
Seating for 225, 213 S Court St
Marion, 993·8668

ti£DiMtk=Ml!li

APT, TRAILERS, DUPLEX, avail for Dec,
$350-400, furn &unlum, coll 457·
5631.

Bl:AUTIFUL EFFIC APTS
In Hisloric District, Oossy, Quiet, Stud·
iou, &Solo, w/d, o/c, new oppl,
hrdwd Rrs, =ii now & Plus Jon 7,
529·5881.
MALE/FEMALE SUSLESSOR NEEDED,
avail S~ring semester, 3 bdrm
house, fum, laundry on•site,
$220/mo, coll Amy 351·8374.

remodeled, $2451-t me,s, 529-3507.

3 ROOM· I bdrm OFI, furn, corpct,
$325/mo, ind water &trash. clo,o to
campus, coll Liso (I 457•5631, for

EFFIC, $285/MO util ind, c:-,h ok,
avail 1/12/00, furn, close to campus
&~us stop, Jon rent free, 351-9756.
SIN\3LE DORM, SPRING seme,ter,
molo, coblo, o/c, 20 meols per week,
ocross the street from SIU, $2500/seme,ter, coll 529·8363.
SUBLEASOR NEEDED FOP. I bdrm,
Jon·Moy, lost months rent already
paid, doso to campus, (618) 457·
6977, leave messoRe.

NICE 2 BDRM APT, duplex, c/a, quiet
area, no pe!s, 1905 W Sunset Dr,
avail Dec 20th, close to bus rt, call
549·0081, 9 om to 6 pm.
3 BDRM, FURN, caoss street from
SIU, 0/c, w/d, avail Dec I, no pe!s,
must be neot & deon, 351-9168.

C'dole, nico 2 bdrm unlurn oporlment,
dose to compus, 606 Eost Park, no
. pets, 618·893·4737.
STUDIO, QUIET, OOSE to coml"/s,
avoil Jon, no~. water end trash
ind. $235/mo. 529-3815.

I NEEDED TO ,ublet Jon·Aug,
CLEAN, NICE, 5 minute wolit lo com•
pus, $203.10/mo, Wendy 529-2164.

QUIET PLACE, SPLIT level cpl, water +
tro,h incl, lum, $225/mo, 5,19-6971.
CLEAN,COZV, I BDRM APT, I block
from compus, avail Dee, $325/mo,

---------1 coll 549·66 U.
In Histor"c Di,trid, Oo.,y, Quiet &

Sole, w/d, o/c, new opp!, hrdwd/Ars, 2 BDRM, BEAUTIFUL VIEW, close to
avail now & plus Jon ,7, 529·5881.

:;:stot:~:nJSi.JsiiJ'."' ,

1 SUBLEASOR NEEDED, 2 bdrm
house, $225/mo + 1/2 util, ASAP,
.S57·6946.

PARK PLACE EAST $165·$185/mo,
utilities included, furnished, close to
SIU, free porlinR, coll 549•2831.

w/d, $250/mo, coll 529·7815.
ROOMMATE NEEDED TO shore 2
bdr.n opt, Spring sem, dose to com•
pus, $250/rno ind util, .457•5316.
ROOMMATES NEEDED TO shore 3
bdrm house, privacy fenced in back•
yard w/pcol, w/d, r/a, d/w, $200/
mo eoch, contact Dan 351 ·6561.

AVAIL FOR SPRING, 2 or 3 bdrm, on
Mill St, pork at your opt, wclk lo com·
pus, super location, ni<o, 457•2B60.
REMODELED 2 bdrm in Combrio,
laundry on silo, $500/m,:,, coll 457•
6786 or 529-2612.
NEW 2 BDRM, CATHEDRAL ceilings,

Townhouses
JOVE AT FIRST SIGHT, alter seeing
this you won't want to live anywhere
else, coll 549·9648, c/o. d/w &w/d.

COUNTRY, S MIN frorn SIU, 2 bdrm,
water/trash incl, $400/mo, avail Jon
1st, 549-3530 ~sk for Trey or coll
618·943-4825.
FURN STUDIO/¥£, all elec heat &
a/c, woter, off street porking &gor:';~J;.'5~:068.near univ,· l per-

!!~~~~~:'.t'\~r't~:nl2
tel
mOfeinfo.

Duplexes
BRECXENRIDGE APTS 2 bdrm, unfurn,
no peh, display I/,I mile S of Arena
on 51, coll 457•4387 or 457·7870.
2 BEDROOM, APPLIAN':ES. water &
trash ind, no peh, lease, $300/ma, 4
mile,5o<ith51 elC'dale,457•5042.
NEAR CRAB ORCHMD loko, nico I
bdrm with carport and storage, carpeted, $275/mo, waler &trash ind,
no peh, avail Jon 1st, coll 549•7400.
AREA JUST OFF Cedar Creek Rd, '.:
':ono~:l.ai3~.f:t

CARBONDALE, CEDAR LAKE oreo
1

;:r~"'
r:n~. ;:1;.:: :~!~r'·
Dec or Jan, $475, 618·893·2079.
Apartments
Visit

The~ House,

the Doily Efil'cf,tian's ontne

wv!:~r~:;:.~z~~...
1&2B[)RM, 15MINtoSIU,w/d.

BONNIE OWEN PROP MGMT
opt, houses, condos, subleh, some
semester looses, pick up lisf.ng 816
EMain er Coll 529-2054.
I BDRM, GOOD view, SW of C'dole,
in fourplex, elec oppl, $250/mo, 684·
3413.
LARGE 2 BDRM, carpeted, o/c, free
coble TV, in quiet area, must be 21 &
ater, eon 351 ·9168 or 457-7782.

RAWLING ST APTS, 516 S Rawl·
ing,, I bdrm, $285, water & trash

2 BLOCKS FROM Morris library, new,
ni<e 2 bdrm, furn, corpct, a/c, 605
W CollCRo." 529-?58I or 529· 1820.

MATURE, FOCUSED, RESPON~ISlf,
grod student, needed lo shore, 2 bdrm
& 11 both opt, call 457•4777.
SUSLEASOR NEEDED 2 live w/ 2
roommates in townhouse, female prr:lerred, $725/mo, 549-7555.

avail for rent in Dec,
call for details, 457~
4210.

Mio."' available Dec 15th, 351·

C'DAlf, NICE I bdrm, $210/m~. 2

---------

~~1J~1~\.6ai~tt~·
$600/mo, avail Jan I, 985·4184.

1

::,".",!~?;~~=%~=ii
now, 800·293·4407.
EXTRA NICE 1 & 2 bdrm, furn, corpct.
a/c, doso to campus, no peh, coll
457•0609 or 549·0491.

(2) EXTRA NICE, 2/3
bdrm houses for ren_t,
each with a/c, w/d,
hrdwd/Ors, 1 w/single.
car garage, $495/mo +
dep, pets ok, coll 4574210.
·
2 OR 3 :..drm, c/a, w/d, near rec center. nice yard, garage, qu_i~t ~reo,
$550 /ma, no peh, 549·4686.

EFFJC I BDRM South of SIU, grad or
prof pref, H20 & tra,h ind, $250/mo
+dep,avail~&Jon 15,457·2413

1 EXTRA NICE 2 bdrm
duplex, avail in Dec al
semester change,
$475/mo, w/d, hard·
wood Acors, large backyard, off street parking,
pets OK, call 549-2833.

NiCE, NEW 2 bdrm, furn, carpet,
o/c, avoil
514 S Woll, 529·
3581/529·18.<0.

now,

MUST SEE TO BELIEVE! '2 bdrm trailer
..... 7.•..... $165/mo & upllll... ........•..
................. 549·3850......................

QUIET SETTING 2.5 mi south of SIU,

i~: l~-'ti'as}~: ~111f9-201's~
1

1

NICE 3 BDPM rar.ch homo·w/

il

:fferia't.rprahy~'.ai~~t~22. ly,
SUPER NICE LG 2 or 3 bdrm, 613 W.
College, hardwood lloon, c/a, avail
now, no pets, 529·3581 or 529· 1820

~g1,e•~j;.1sr.f2ri."

t'rc1

CUTE & COMFORTABLE, C'dolo, 2

toot~:

~•n;~;,h:1,;i\i:t
water/trash poid, coll 893·2526.

0

ia·

MOBILE HOME, I bdrm, $200/mo ~

.t1ed:!ir! ~:~ff~r,"549'.2f2T
2 BDRM, CLEAN, oil furn ind, 6 blks
from Rec Center, $230/mo, 4 I mo
contract, no peh, refs req, 4~7•7639._
2 BDRM, 12Y. I 6, wooden dedc, shady
cauntry location, $200/mo ind water,
sewero & trash, coll 867·2346.

i

~::/$:i*':~f ;'.:• ;

0

Mobile Homes

rental maintenance, for moro info coll
••••..•••...•.... .5<!9·3850......................

JUST AVAIL, very nice, 2 bdrm, 11
both, en EPork St, gos heot, c/a, no
peh, coll Mike 529·5331 or 529·
3920olrer6.
·

LIVE WELL! SPACOUS 2 bdrm home,
avail now, 302 E. Hester, o/c, w/d,
$450 + util, no dosls, 529· 2584.

Houses

•••.EXCHANGE WORK FOR RENT•.•.

WEDGEWOOD HIUS, 2 & 3 bdrm,
furn, gas heot, shed, no Mh, 549·
5596. 00en 1·5 am w,:ekdavs.

2 BDRM, hardwood Aoor,, a/c, 410 S
WoshinRlon, $460/rn:,, 5'.29·3581.

C'dole, 2 bedroom, carpeted,

a/c, $250-$325/R'O, water/tra~I,,
1200 Shoe,i,aker M'boro,457·8793.

~!: !~::,:r:,;~·:~Wi'T/ca!I
457·6786 for moro information.

- - - - - - - - - , I SINGLE STUDENT HOUSING, 500 sq
feet for $195/mo, ind water &trash,
2 & 3 bdrm houses
no peh, coll 549•2401.

I ST MONTHS RENT MOVES YOU INII

I BDRM APT, furn, util ind, lease, no
pets, good for seniors er grad stud·
enh, coll 684·4713.

~rsi::.

FEMAlf ROOMMATE NON-smoking,
21 orovertoshoro2bd"rm;S215/mo
&hollutil, quietoreo, coll 351-1824.

The best for less, 2 bdrm, P<-' o.k.,
Chuck's Rentols, 529-4444.

M'BOR0,3SDRM,2baths,w/d
1....---------' I 5584.
hookup, $400, coll 687• 1774 or 684·
·

NICE, NEWER I bdrm, 509 S. Wall,
fum, corpct, o/c, $280/mo, 529·
3581.

Roommates.

house, Spring ~ester, on ccmpus.

NICE I OR 2 BDRM, 611 W Walnut,
512 S Woll, fum, carpet, a/c, avail
now, no peh, 529· l 820, 529·3581.

CARBONDALE 2 8DRMS, 2 firetlaces, deck, knot,r.tn•rm:neli'vj, 4
J_l¼ t~ofJ°.tSl-~J3J.5 mo, A All

HOUSES AND APARTMENTS

I, 2, 3, 4, &5 bdrm,, furn/un!um,
No Peh, 549·4808.

.~~,:\~~.•~~~/~r,,~I
S\85/mo. util incl. co\1451-6024.

ONE NEEDED TO share 3 bdrrn

COUNTRY SETTING, 5 mi from SIU, I
bdrm, large bath, util ind, en oil Jon
1st, $400/mo, coll 985-3923.

pref, 549·8358.

Rooms

BDRM, 3 mi to campus, lernolo pref,
w/d, util incl, no lease, $250, no
smokinR/peh, coll 529·4046.

or

semi private quiet oreu, grad or prof

COUNTRY SEIBNG, 5 minutes from
SIU, quiet, 2 bdrm, I both, Union Hill
Rd, $375, ovoilJon 1, 351-9812.

AMBASSADOR HALL DORM
FOREST HALL DORM single rooms
avoiloble os lavv os $271/mo, oil util
iecluded + coble, ""f'homore quoli·
lied, coll 457·2212 or 457-5631.

Furnis 529-~~20.

more info.

SUBLEASORS, 5 MIN to SIU, 411 E•
Hester, $195/mo, avail navv, w/d,
coll 457·8798.

COUNTRY LMNm Ideal for 9rod
"11'Titin9 a thesis. nice & peaceful~ all

0;.;;;;ll.;;.;.U.

NICE OLDER I or 2 bdrm, 406 S
~:t~'!~'k2!:m~;

~ )'·:-.:·:~;~.?'1~-~1~~;/ _: :,::;- _',

c-1002 Old·w,·M ... tn.
_.,3,Bdrm'C/A·shod'
,_. ..,W/O hook-up'•>,
~: Available· Nov.-2?..'.r ~;,.,

,)::·~ :;:.• ·-:5:~~'.~~~<;-~:-J_·~:·~:: -~~Mu~~!:~~"°:-~td~?. It Is_

HOUSES AND APARTMENTS
Avail oow I, 2, 3, 4 &5 bdrms
549-4808 (IDom lo 5 pm).

tjg=

529,3513

SchilG';~l9"7'JY Mgmt
RENT THE BEST!
SE/,ll:STER LEASES
1 bdrm
HiO
Mill St

1 FEMALE NEEDED now, for nicer 2
bdrm home, close to SIU, n/c, w/d,
$700/mo + uhl, coll !>29-2584.

ere:ii!

$490/mo, most util ind
2bdrm
Mabilo Homes l0r99 & small
economical, on Pork Street

1,EEDED 1 ROOMMATE lo shore 2
bdrm dulpex, lum, w/d, trash/water
ind, do,e lo compus, $240/mo + util,"
457-3316.

RWIM\AIE NEEDED 10 ifiore J
bdrm opt in lewis Pork for Spring seme,ter, coll 549•2388.

Office hours 10-S Monday-Friday
. &8~~~~o1

FEMAlf ROOMMATE WANTED TO
shore 4 bdrm opt in lewis Park for
sprinR, $156/mo, cull 457-0265.

E·mo;/ anl.ctmidwest.ne,

529·2954 or 549-0895

HOUSEMATE NEEDED to sher• great
4 bdrm house 2 mi from comP'JS,
former professor's residence, all
amenitie,, deck, big yard, I lemole &
2 mole, now, $250 + util.
coll 549·5677 or 351-0046.
R,:'-'.:lMATE.5 TC SHARE 4 bdrm aFI,
2 blks from compus, $175 + s.',a;o
util, caff 687·3995 oh..- 4.

__..

t~~Jj'.'!J.t:'t<ki~~~l~~~~-

yord, $385/mo, coll 457-4422.

STUDIOS, I & 2 BDRM oph, a/c,
tennis o,,I bosketb-,11 courts,
0
1
0
:r~;:.;i:
41~;4i~J '.

ra:,'•

!7sii'3~!aff

SublP.as~
.

2 JUBLE',SORS WANTED, 403 W Pecr.n, ova. Dec 19th, $200/mo, for
moro info coll 5'19·5527.

M'BORO • FOR RENT, I bdrm, wo·
ter/trosh pravided, $200/mo, Tri
Courty Realty, 618·426·3982.

Walk ins welcomer
215 W. Main St;
Carbondale
All 1ervice1 are free:
parental vitamim, camn::·inity ;- ,_::",
,:,,;1aiuce referrah, proble",I" · i',
·,:, iolving, educationalworksf,op1, .. /;
; .• . ongoing fo_l[ow_ up, .. · · -~: ·, , .
:,- ~ _\~~fri~n~ship ·~n<!:~_up/Ja/f;~: ·,' ',-.-:.~,:/~:

-The-CAR--BO_N_D_Alf_PAR-K-DI-STR-ICT_i_s I
accepting applications for prl1gram
super,ison and basketbcll referee, for
o leen 3-on-3 league. Referees need
~;~~;;~: ~nd;1i:~:'y
ond s~turday mornings. Apply at tlie
UFE Community Center, 2500 W Sun•
set. Prosiram runs January 24-April 1.

HOME FOR THE HOUDAYS~
NEED SOME CHRISTMAS CASH;
.
CAll CARIERS USA!
MAKE TOP$$$
GAIN EXPERIENCE &
OFFl(.E SKILLS .
WORKING ON TEMP ASSIGN·
MENTSINTHENW&W
SUBURBS OF CHICAGO
G~EATPAYIII
CALL TODAY TO SCHEDULE AN
. ·
INTERVIEW
847-843-2222 630-971-3333
SCHAUMBURG
LISLE

e::;~ty~ed~a~~shini;J;li~tional
groups ..,ks quality sof: repmenta·
live$ interested in Fiigh income, willing

to tmvel. Position feotures base solary
plus commission, bonu~s. auto ex•
pense, 401 (kl, h.althcore. Our an-rog• repre,entative earns $1,089 pe,
weel Top reps ecm considerably
more. Call Philip Hageman at 1·800455-5600 extension 308 or email
craigCPcommunityfintccm for con~·
dentiol interview.

GlvE UFE, HELP infertile couplo

EMPL~,JM ~::VICES

sotion, coH 1·800-4.50-5343.

PROGRAM_ ASSISTANT: Day Training
for adults wit!, severe and profound

Student Worker Oerical/Receptioni,t
:s;f
11 :30-2:30. Mu,t al,o be avaifoblo ta
work Summer Senion and a portion
of All breaks. Pick UJ> applicolion in
Antho,,y Hall, Room 311.

:1r!iJG~~~i~!~~-4~jg~_
quired. &peri•nce preferred. a
~~~1!.::·~~(di~
substitutes!. Apply lo START, 20 N.
13th St., PO Box 938, Murphy,boro,
IL 62966.

~.::rr;::;,~it:.~t~:;;::,,.
3o-5f:~o?tii:;•o-~o-r'

MALE RESIDENT ASSISTANT POSI·
TION, avail Jan 1st, at forest Hall, con
Use a, Keitli, 457-5631.
WIIDUFE JOSS TO $21.60/hr
·. incl benefits, game wardens, security,
maintenance, pork rangers, no up
needed, for opp! and exam info can
12467
9
' San·

:,!.~~~1~~!~

---------1

2~

www.endlesssummerto<Jrs.com
GO DIRECT! #I lntemet·based com· •
pony offering WHOLESALE Spring
~;~~:ri~1:~367-l252.

Browse icpl.a,m for Springbrook
'2000". All de,tina:ions offered. Trip

ARTISTS WANTED TO DISPLAY on
. consignment in Mokonda gallery, all
m~iums, call 35 1 •6720.

wo~rnt~',·

COMPlETI: RESUME SERVICES
Student Discount
DISSERTATION & nlESIS

Participants, S!udent Orgs & Campus
Soles Reps wanted. Fabulous parties,
Inter-Campus

~ijff.'6t:i_ean

~:R~~~~~/p~;js~Zi.~-

oceanfront hotels and condos. lowest
pricesguaranteedl
www.breokerstravel.com 1800) 985·
6789.

PR8o'Ml'o~t'fwrrfNG

ST!VE nlE CAR DOCrOR Mobile me- ·
chonie. Ho makes house calls, 457·
798.4 or mobile 525-8393.

~

_________ ,

#I Spring Breok Vacations!
CanQJn, Jamaico, Bahamas, Florida.
Bo,t Prices Gua•onteedl Free Parties &
Cover charge,! Book Early & Receive
~:,l~~ 4~tiring Campus

~;r~~ ~~!

t"!0';;~;;;'~;':;~~gh~~Z,.

ply in person. 26 Lincoln Higlr.,,i-y

:

(behind St. Ooir Shopping MoP) .
(61 SJ 632-4933.
WANlED HOSTESS/SERVER, apply
in person, must have some fun.J.. es
avail, must be avail breaks, port rime,
Oualras Pizza 218 W Freeman.

,;,:, ~ !

Photographers:

Proofreader:

Co-ed YMCA summer comp near Chi•
COOKS, DELIVERY DRIVER & PREP
COOKS, need lull or part time, Rexi·
blo hours, apply in person al Waifs
Pizza, 213 S Court Morion.
---------t
BARTENDERS, pref female,' will train
PART-TIME, bouncers, pre! Iorgo mee,
.lahnslcn Gty, coll 618·982·9d02.

:~o;;~"rn9~;-i!:;"s:1:ry":"''k
room, board provided. June 1Z • Aug
19. Great chor..:o lo gain experiena,
wcrkingwitli kidsoutiloors. Close lo
Chicogo/Milwaukoe. Canted: YMCA
Camp Maclean (41 d) 763·7742,

$6000/NO PROCESSING GOVERN·
MENT mortgage refund,, no up neeessory, 1(8881649-3435.

The Ccrbcndole Park Di,trid i, accepting "l'Picafions for tlie pa,trime

of teacher Kids Komer, a
---------1 po~tion
ichool-ogechild
program. Posi•.
NEED EXPERJENCE (and money?) Join
is approximofdi, 14 liours per
fa,
care

LOST ALPHA KAPPA PS: ~:n, goldw/
blue sapphires, call Joe at 351-1959
nr -~'-~-0720. Reward if found!

1¢~¥1·

Ii,...,

week. Hours range from 2:30 p.m .•
5
r..-:~t::';.'n~6i6ris:'::J".;,:~:!·
rive pay. Na uperience, just penon· the weel Position begins January 3,
ality needed. Visit
·
~~~=~~i~~;;,:
:.;;:;~es.cam/S!udenlRep !o fi" d age d,ildren and meet DCFS require-

t~ :~:·i:'"'O-:fl~~ ~;~,

~-

da~~-~ni.:r..;;t·!\1F?~

_G_EN_ERAL
__
ST_AF_F_N-EE-DE-1)-,"-,.-,.,-,-.so-- I
c!ol service e,:p er social scrv,ce sh.-d· muniiy Cd1ter, 2500 Sun1et Drive.
~u:~~/;!. Goocl Somari·
t~~anscript when applying.

.=•

Reporters:

• Report and write stories for daily paper; . .
responsible for covering assigned bear.
.
• Knowledge of journalistic writing style preferred;
strong spelling, grammar skills required. ·· :· · :
• AvPrage 20 hours a week.
• Daytime 3-4 hour time block required.
• Writing and editing quiz required for all
applicants.

returned.

SUMMER CAMP JOSSI

a last, fun and growing company as

The D,Dy Egypt/.vr Is m,pdng appllcadoP, for
the following newsroom positions for the:spring
~000 semester•. Most Jobs require M~nday~
Fnday regular work schedules with flex1blllty" to
work additional hours and weekends as needed.
Where Indicated, some Jobs r~quire Sunday
through Thursday schedules. All applications
must be Ir. academic good standing and.be
enrolled In at. least 6 credit hours,t::.:·:

• Shoot news and feature photos for daily
newspaper.
• Must possess own camera equipment.
..
• Must bt: able to shoot and process 35 mm blackand-whire film. Kn,:iwledge of'phorojournalism and
digital processing preferred.
--.·:·:
• Flexible 3-4 hour daily :ime block, includin·g
weekends.
• Photocopies of 5-10 photos that you have taken
should accompany your appiicat!on. Portfolios are
wekome, but we cannot guarantee that thei.wlll be

THE HONYEBAKED HAM Comport'/ is naw hiring ,eosonal ouocioles lor tlio holiday .. Work dur;~;

I

The Daily Egyptian
.needs a Web Editor
J~urnalism ·experience.preferred but
notrequireu. You·will meet with
. · editors _and design. news:web pages
·>,Qased
ou'rtemplates and correctly·•
..::\..\:,enter the· information into.our :.:-.•. ·.· .

cm

/·ttJf~;~y;;~;rr;d;~~1:r:t~1rt·•~~-:;\

HelJ1_
Wa11tedl
;.Stu.ilent woikpositio11
'•J?aste lip, lay~% attd'.:~fille~~

.iliit1iil~~ritti4£~

• Responsible for final proofing of all news/editorial
content.
• Sunday-Thursday evening work schedule required.
• Must have an eye for derail. Strong knowledge of
spelling, grammar and word usage required. :
• Journalism experience or coursework helpful but
not nemsary.

Copy Editors:
• Responsible for page design and layout of daily
paper, including headline writing. ·
• Sunday-Thursday evening work block required.
• Must be detail-orie:-red and able to work quickly
and cfficier.tly und•ir deadline pressure.
• Strong knowledge of spelling, grammar and word
usage required. Knowledge of journalistic writi,1g
preferred.
• QuarkXPress desktop publishing or similar
experience necessary.
• Knowledge of QuarkXPrcss and graphic
applications, such as Adobe lllustration, required .
• Photocopies of about 5 examples of your work
should accompany your application .

Columnists:
• Write one general-interest column per week for
the D£ Human interest-type column relating to
student life and. student interests preferred.
• Paid per published column
• Schedule flexible but must be able to meet a
deadline.
• At least two sample columns should accompany
your application.

Editorial Cartoonists:
• Required to produce at least I editorial '-A• ,l)0n
per WP<>k,
• Pa: ,ier published cartoon.
• Must have knowledge of both local and national
political affairs.
• Schedule flexible but must be able to meet a
deadline.
• At least two sample cartoons should accompany
.your application.
To apply, complete a DE Employment
application,. available at the DE Customer Seivice
desk, 1259 Communications Bui!ding. Please
specify the position you· are applying for on the
appi!cation. For more information, call .lance
Specre~t 53~·331,, ext. 226

•.,, _

_1_0_•_T_HU_R_so_A_Y,_D_~c_EM_B_E_R_9_,_1_9_9_9_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _D_.l_llJ EG\'PTUS __________-;::::============C=oM=1=cs

hr Jason Adams

Comic Striptease

Stick World

"Do you think she'd be.ilurul.ted:U' i
bought her one or those Super-Bras?"

ImportantReminder for Students-·
Graduating or Leaving SIUC!

..

Students who are not planning to return to SIUC for the
Spring Semester can opt to purchase an extension of their
off-campus student insurance coverage for 60 days past
their last date of university enrollment. The last date of
coverage for students who complete the Fall '99 semester is
Januaiy I 6, 2000. In order to purchase the optional extension
coverage, you must complete an application and makepayment PRIOR to your last date of coverage under the
regular student cover?.ge. Students who withdraw prior to
the end of the semester must make application and payment
PRIOR to their last date of official university enrollmeD;t.

Doonesburr

:

]li\ed lledia

Forfurtherinfonnation regarding this coverage, please refer to
the "1999/2000 Extended Medic:il Care Benefit Plan B~ure"
or visit the SljP web page at www.siu.edu/:-5hp. The Student

S!P·
.· _· :·. .

Medi~ Bcnfit Office (stu.deritinsurance) is.
located m Room 118, Kesnar Hall or can be ·
reached via phone at 453-4413.
-.; ,. ~

.

•---M~
4

~,

~1{if6ii~
•~HAVE
WANTA SLICE? • .
:._.
ITTWICE! ~
---.--.-- ·--.-

'.-,

: ffl"@@hi ~ a:j@fmi h ffi) 1
I
I

:

·.

lWO TOPPING PIZZA &
TWO DRINKS OR BREADSTICKS
!V1EDIUM
LARGE:

I

:
:

! $799 s9,,. :
I THE HOTTEST DELIVERY IN CARBONDALE! I
I DEEP DISH !I.MO~• VALID I 1h.M.·_2P.M. &
I
1---- 9P.M.·CLOSE•EXP.5/3I/oo_. _ . I:

-~ 549=3030. ~-.
W

1
~~Hours:
Sun.-Wed. 11a.m. - 1a.m.
. Thurs.-Sat. 11a.m. - 3a.m.
•
830 E. Walnut St.
·

~~
~· •

. _br Hike Pe~rs :

_S_Po_R_rs_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _..,!o:::!u~u·

Mike-H r r
DAVE SHEININ
TllE WASHINGTON

Posr

RICHFIELD, Omo - From the comfort
of Mike Hari;=e's seat in the Cleveland
Indians' dugout and his.customaty perch atop
the American League standings last season, the
Baltimore Orioles looked like a team he wouldn't want to get near for fear something toxic
might rub off on him. The Orioles had an aging
roster full of volatile personalities, a bullpen full
.ofretreads, an ownership with a growing reputa-

V

Ill

m

Efl\'PTUX _______________T_H_uR_s_oA_Y_,_D_Ec_EM_B_E_R_9_,_19_9_9__• _11

The fire still burns

tion for meddlesome egomania and, as far as
Hargrove could see, a lack of uireerion on the
field.
At the same time, Hargrove's powerful
Indians were cruising toward a fifth consecutive·
Central Division :itle, and Hargrove was completing his 20th consecutive season in the
Indians' organization, the last 8 1/2 ofwhich had
been as manager. The Indians were as much a
part of Hargrove as his Texas Panhandle drawL
These days, Hargrove, 50, still gets a chuckle
out of the tumultuous sequence of events - the

Indians' playoff collapse against Boston, the
Orioles' decision to fire Ray Miller as manager,
the Indians' sudden decision to fire Hargrove that somehow ended on Nov. 3 with Hargrove
signing a three-year, S3 million contract to be
the Orioles' 14th manager.
·
But in the hierarchy ofHargrove's emotions
as he navigates this heeric winter of upheaval,
ironic amusement is far down the list. He is still
dealing ,·,ith the lingering anger over his firing
in Cleveland, a feeling that crops up any time he
allows himself to think about it. At the same

Judging by this season's rookies,
NHL future is brighter than ever·
. cial."

lARRYW!GGE
THE SPORTING NE1).,S

Every game - no matter what
team you watcl1, no matter where
the team· is in the standings there's a bit of excitement in the air.
Never before have fans had such an
opportun·:y ro see so many stars of
the future.
"I can't remember so many good
rookies at one time," Red Wings
Coach Scotty Bowman says.
"Almost every team we play has at
least one kid who catches your
eye." .
And they all have The Look.
"It's one· thing to face the pressun: of playing against the best
players in the world," says Devils
goaltend~r Martin Brodeur, the
NHL's Koukie of the Year in 199394, "but the ones that do it and
have fun, have the look, are the
ones who make. this gaT!]C so spe-

only someone foxgot to tell the kids
Brodeur had it.
their roles because they've played
Devils fonvard Scott- Gomez much better.
has it now. Sharks defenseman
Good hands. Good · vision.
Brad Stuart has it, too. So do Good skater. Outstanding {lasser.
Sabres goalie Martin Biron and Unlimited potential. Make: everywinger Maxim Afinogenov.
one on-the ice better.
Flyers center Simon Gagne;
Those are the qualir':s these
Avalanche fonvard Alex Tanguay, . kids bring to the NHL.
.
defenseman Martin Skoula and
There isn't a Teemu Selanne in
goalie Marc Denis; Canucks for- the group, a player who ean score
wards Steve Kariya and Peter 76 · goals as a rookie, or a Ray
Schaefer; Blues left winger Jochen Bourque, who was named a firstHecht; and Islanders goalie team NHL All-Star as well as the
Roberto Luongo also are bringing game's top rookie. But don't count
fans to their feet.
out any of these blue-chippers from
In an era when expansion leading his team to a Stanley Cup
means dilution of talent, NHL or two in the near future.
teams keep drafting better players
And in a world when teams are
- at least some do.
crying abo1;1t multimillion dollar
The best part of expansion is salaries, these talented youngsters
• that it has opened uP. spots for fit in even better because of the
young players as the eighth to 12th league's. SSS0,000 salary cap
fonvard, fifth. through seventh players in their first three-NHL
defenseman and bacl.-up goalie __season.;.

WOMEN
CONTINUED FROM PAGE
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Perhaps the Salukis' top strength is the throwers,
which features juniors Tawnjai A_mes and Catyn
Poliquin.
·
"Tawnjai is ccrtrunly one of our team MVPs from
last yeanvho is the top returning athlete in our co_nference. She has great potential to be an NCAA qualifier," DeNoon said.
"Caryn is one of the team's co-MVPs. She should
give us great support. She may be a dominant factor
for us at conference."
•'
Maybe, though, the strongest field is the jumpers.
The triple jumpers are led byjunior Hilla Medalia and
freshman Rimma Turevsl-y, while the long jumpers
have freshmen Candice Geoige and Latrice Gray.
Assistant jumps coacl, Cameron Wright said the
triple and long jumpers are going to be solid in their
respected events.
"The women long-jumpers and triple jumpers are.
going to be very good because they show a lot of talent," Wright said.
'
"We are going to ·win [the Missouri Valley
Conference] this year-if the jumps department does
well."

on

Another departm~t packed with ta!~t is the
sprinters. Led by senior Leah Nolden,junior Yolanda
Mask, and sopho~ores Tonya Dolgovska and
Shaneka Williams, assistant sprint coach Vince
Blll[;harn knO\vs all his returning runners have what it
takes to be competitive.
"We have a good group of sprinters whose expectations are really high," Bingham said. "They are pretty talented and work very hard."
After coming off a solid cross country season, disti.nce runners seniors Jenny Monaco, Erin Leahy, and
Joy Cutrano, along,vith fresnrnen Katie Meehan and
Erin Simone, may be the unit witl1 the most depth on
the team.
·
"Our cross country athletes are all in pretty good
shape coming off the cross country season," DeNoon
said. "They love track - they feed off it like sharks.
"Katie Meehan is a great runner who should give us
good support lilr,: Jenny Monaco, ,vho has proven
since her freslu.,.m year that she is one of the top distance runners in the conference."
Armed with what appears to be a balanced and talented squad, the Salukis are looking to start off the
season with a strong performance Saturda},
"I have very high hopes for this team," Bingham
said. "Ifwe don't have a great shmving, 1 am not going
'
to have a good Christmas."

time, his coming stewardship of the Orioles has
engendered feelings - which appear to be genuine - of enthusiasm and optimism.
"I think it can be a very good year," Hargrove
said. "After being inside the (Orioles') organization for a month now, I've seen that it's an organization ,vith a clear idea ofwhere it wants to go.
Not just in hiring me - that vision has been
there and is ongoing. The people from the ownership on down are :ieeply committed to the
Orioles and very serious about providing
Baltimore with a winning team."

MEN
CONTINUED FROM PAGE
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S\ving of the indoor track season
with the Saluki Booster Invitational
Jan.14-15-thefirstofthreehome
meets.
The strongest aspect of this ye...-:,
Salukis may be the long jump and
trirle jump. The two most promisingjurnpers are senior Brad BO\vers
and transfer Michael Richardson,
who just recently signed ,vith the
Salukis from Aurora Community
Collet: in Colorado.
In addition to Bowers and
Richardson,junior high jumpers Joe
Hill and Loren King; along with
'Jong jumper Gregory Denagall,
should contribute.
"We are very, very strong in the
jumping department ,vith Brad
Bowers, who was an All-American
bst year in the long jump," assistant
jumps/pole vaulting coach Cameron
Wright said. "l\1ike Richardson is
very tough. Both Bowers and
Richardson are going to be solid.~
However, .neither. will be in
aerion until after the new year.
Bowers is recovering from back
surgay, and Richardson is not eligihie unti!Janmuy.
Another team strength is in pole
_ vaulting, where sophomore Chad
Harris and junior Dan Stone compete.
"Chad already has recorded 16
feet in practice this season. He looks
like he is going to be one of the top
pole vaulters in the conference;"
Cornell said. "Dan Stone is looking
real good. He has the strength,
speed and size. He easily [recorded]
16 feet in praerice."

-J>,,..S

-,,0'1)

Senior Romante Archer and
juniors Chris Robinson and King
are strong sprinters who could give
the Salukis a shot at the Missouri
Valley Conference Championships,
which ,vill take place at SIU Feb.
26-27•
"Romante is probably our best
sprinter. Both Loren and Romante
have been working very hard in the
fall," assistant sprint coach. V-mce
Bingham said.
"I have high hopes for both of
them. I think they both can come
close to qualifjing in the NCAA
Championships, and hopefully they
,vill be tough in the conference."
With only indoor track eligibility remaining; senior Joe Parks leads
the middle distance runners this
season, Adding to the depth in distance are seniors Matt McClelland
and Brian Bundren and junior Chris ·
Owen, who are all running in the
3000 meter race.
"Matt McClelland had a 4:07
mile last year, and he is aiming to be
under 4:05 this year. He is obviously
stronger than what he was last ) -ear,
coming off a strong cross country
season," Cornell said. ".Joe Parks has
potential to be in the top three distance runners in the conference."
Even though all the throwers are
• freshmen, Rob Firrell, David
Rcadle, and Rob Shell will be :um• ing to excel in the shot-put, and
have. already showed potential in
practice.
':We pretty much l1ave all the
events covered," Cornell said. "One
or two men are going to make the
dilference this year. We expect to be
a big challenge [for opponents] in
the Missouri Valley Conference this

year."

~aS~' ~
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Silver Rings & Toe Rings, Sarongs f'rom Bali,
Jewelry, Tapestries, Sweaters,· Accessories
much much m_o...;r_e_!_ _ _ __

~_ _ _ _ _.;;;An=c.:;d

IGuatemala l\lexico,I
Bali Thailand
India ;Ecuador

Incredible Pri~

GrMt Chri.~mas Gift~

(1earance 8~~

Ii.J.;';1.:.!:: ~~~:~,
:::1,;;ra~:':.!~
:i;1~,~~; :;l;::0~

I

South End of" Student Center 10-5 p.n.1..
J\'[on.dn.y Dec. 6 thn.1 l'fricln.y Dec. 10.

One
Big NewYorker
Pizza
Single Topping
Only

~

~uP
,rnut,.,

Free Delivery

Carry Out

457-4243

457-7112

Free Sony Playstation cd with
stuffed crust pi::a purchase!!

Stuffed Crust
Pizza·

Cheese or One
Topping
Only

$,;9J9~
_....•

No Coupon required
Limited time offer.

No Coupon required
Limited time offer.

SALUKI SPORTS

NBA
Celtics 115, Nuggets 90
76ers 83, Roc~•,ts 73
Hawks 99, Clippers 81
Cavaliers 107, Bulls 93
Nets 107, Bucks 90
Kings 103, Lakers 91
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Inside:
• NHL building on rookies.
p.:1~d/
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STORY BY JAY SCHWAB
IU men's basketball head coach Bruce \Veber
was having trouble sleeping after his team
lost back-to-back games by a 78-77 score.
After a 1·3 start, he knew how badly his team needed
a win. So after being unsatisfied with SIU's afternoon
practice session Tuesday. he called his team back for an
emergency late night workout after the Saluki
women's game.
Whether or not Weber's final kick in the butt was
the c:italyst, something sure lit a fire under the Salukis,
as SIU erupted for an 82-51 victory o•:er the
University of Evansville in front of 4,098 fans
Wednesday night at the SIU Arena in both team's
;\IVC opener.
"Maybe it ,vas a little bit of an attitude adjustment," Weber said. "\Ve didn't let [UEJ out-scrap us,
and they out-scrap people."
~•U (2-3, 1-0 MVC) struggled on offense early,
but w:i; kept afloat by the scoring of freshman guard
Kent 'Williams, who had 13 first half points. The
Salukis grabbed a modest 22-20 lead, but used a 14-3
run, capped by a lun¢ng left-handed finger roll by
senior center Derrick Tilmon, to pull away during the
final 3:37 of the first half.
\Vtlliams tallied 20 points to lead SIU in the scoring department, while Tilmon scored 14 and senior
forward Chris Thunell added 10 points to go with 13
rebounds. SIU killed UE on the boards, 43-25. The
,vin snaps SIU's three-game losing skid, and evens the
all time series ,vith UE at 43 ,vins apiece.
UE was led by 13 points from sophomore forward
. Adam Seitz. Evansville (4-3, 0-1 MVC) was blown
a,vay for the second straight game, much to the disgust of Aces head coach Jim Crews.
"\Ve're not doing much of anything very well right
now," Crews said.
SIU had little problem \\ith the Aces in the second
half. A monstrous dunk by fres~man fonvard
Jermaine Dearman, followed by a slashing lay-up by
Williams, ignited the Arena crowd and gave SIU a
66-41 lead \\ith 7:32 remaining.
The Salukis next head to the Windy City for a
Saturday game at the University oflllinois•Chicago.
"It's a shame we ,vasted those first three or four
MINc.SOOK PARK - DAIU' l:GYMtAN games, now let's just nonvaste any more," Weber said.
SIU freshman forward Jermaine Dearman protects the ball after pulling down one of his six rebounds Wednesday night at the "[Winning] is a much better feeling in your stomach,
SIU Arena against the University of Evansville. He also scored six points in the Salukis' impressive 82·5 l victoiy.
I promise you that."
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Men's roster filled with
class diversity, confidence

Women's· team shows
balance in power, speed

A confident SIU men's track and field
team, composed of a mixture of new and old
faces, is primed for the 1999-2000 indoor
track sea,on to begin.
Alier trJining for the season almost every
aitcrnoon in the fall semester, the SIU men's
track and field team

SIU women's track and field head coach
Don DeNoon cannot make up his mind
about what makes up the strongest aspect of
this year's Salukis.
Is it the throwers? Sprinters? Jumpers?
Distance runners?

a~~ 1!-'Uhlli:P;J•M•H

iU;tjr@M;'.9 :~ %1e~~~~~e~:~
• The SIU Men's track
team competes in its
first meet Saturday in
Normal at the Early
Bird Oassic at nnnois
Stale University.

the season, the
Early Bird Classic,
Saturday at Illinois
State University.
"This meet is
used to get an idL-a
of how our training
has been going all semester," head men"s track
and field coach Bill Cornell said. "There really is not a strong emphasis on it."
Come Janu:ll}; SIU ,viU get into the full
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JAsoN l<Nasa- DAILY fmrn..,N
High jumper Loren King strides over a hurdle during his late afternoon practice Monday afternoon in

the Recreation Center. The SIU Men's track team will compete against Normal at the Early Bird Classic
at Illinois State University this Saturday.

out:!a~~~~ we
evenly distributed • The SIU women's
in every depart" track and field team
ment," . DeNoon competes this
said. "It's going to weekend at Illinois
be an interesting State Saturday at !he
Early Bird Oassic in
year."
The
Salukis Nom,al.
begin their 19992000 indoor track campaign Saturday at the
Early Bird Classic at Illinois State University,
a meet that is serving as more of a time trial
than a competitive meet.
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